
Your business

The UK is a global technology leader: we have one of the largest tech ecosystems, with one million people employed in 
the sector. With Manchester becoming the home for innovative technology and entrepreneurial spirit, it is an exciting 
time for a Manchester tech company to develop their creative ideas, build their brand, grow their business and look for 
external investment.

Despite periods that will be filled with many highs, we understand that as a start-up business in an ever-evolving sector, 
your first years will be the hardest. You will face tough challenges and often will not know where to turn for the solution: 
What do you do if it comes to your attention that your new business name already has existing Trade Mark issues? How 
do you ensure that your customers pay you on time? How do you prepare your business for external investment?

We are experienced in advising businesses at every stage of their journey; and as a full service law firm, we can help with 
all your legal needs. Our lawyers are experts in their fields, having advised numerous tech businesses across the 
region and are always on hand to provide clear and robust advice.
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Our wide range of legal services include:

COMMERCIAL AGREEMENTS

We can help draft and negotiate favourable deals for your business including, confidentiality 
agreements, supply agreements, licensing arrangements and IT systems purchase and support 
agreements. We can advise on routes to market for your product or service and commercialisation of 
ideas, as well as your terms of supply to your customers to ensure that you have appropriate 
protections in place.  

DATA PROTECTION

Data protection and privacy law is evolving at a rapid pace to keep up with developing technologies. 
Our team of data protection specialists understand the tension between data protection compliance 
and running a successful business. That’s why our experts provide non-technical and targeted advice 
to help you navigate through this complex area so that you can focus on achieving your business 
objectives.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

Often, the intellectual property is a business’s most valuable asset. We can help you identify and 
understand the IP in your business or idea, and advise on protection and exploitation of those assets. 
Our team has expertise in the full spectrum of IP including know how, patents, design rights, 
copyright and trade marks, covering both contentious and non-contentious work. We also act in 
relation to competition law, domain names, privacy, and reputation management. 

CORPORATE

Our team will advise you on the most effective corporate and ownership structures for your business, 
including shareholders agreements and employee incentives, and any transactional work that you 
may have, ensuring you get the best deal possible. We can prepare your business for external 
investments and help you raise money privately or publicly.

EMPLOYMENT 

People are at the heart of any business; we understand the need for tailored and enforceable 
employment contracts that can adapt with the business and decisive advice to protect your business 
and help with day to day HR challenges. As well as this, we can help you to create the essential policy 
and handbook materials backed up with training and implementation to navigate through 
employment regulation. In the event that a claim is brought against you, we will quickly step in to 
provide strategic and tactical advice and defend you and your business robustly.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

From renting your first office space for your team to buying a 6,000 square foot building, our property 
team have a breadth of expertise and will help you secure flexible and cost-effective premises for your 
business.

LITIGATION

Unfortunately, sometimes commercial relationships break down. Where this happens, we will advise 
you on the best way forward, minmising your costs whilst helping you achieve your objectives.
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About Kuits

For an informal chat on how we can support the 
growth of your business, please contact Tech 
Specialist and Commercial Partner James Wall 
on 0161 838 7996 or email 
jameswall@kuits.com

Testimonials

Kuits is an award-winning law firm based in Manchester City centre; rooted in Manchester for the last 110 years, we 
are the largest independent law firm in Manchester. We provide trusted, no-nonsense legal and commercial advice 
to businesses, their owners and high-net-worth individuals, promoting the growth and success of the North West 
and beyond. 

Ranked highly in both Chambers UK and Legal 500 legal directories, clients consider us ‘quick to respond’, ‘diligent’ 
and thorough and educated’ in our responses.

We work closely with our clients to understand their needs and objectives, and in doing so provide the best advice 
for you and your business at the right time. We are your trusted advisors, with people who are knowledgeable and 
experienced in developing innovative solutions to your complex legal and commercial problems.

Our clients choose to work with us because we:

• Recruit and train the best technical lawyers in the North West
• Go beyond the technical to offer sharp commercial acumen and innovative solutions to complex problems
• Care about our people, our clients and our community
• Are approachable and responsive
• Are able to offer sound recommendations based on your particular circumstances, rather than just options
• Maintain consistently high client service levels, providing clear and timely communication and clear fee

structures

“
“Kuits have acted for us on complex commercial agreements and on corporate matters. We have 
found the team to be responsive and dedicated to excellent client service. They are experienced 
and genuinely partner-led - using their experience to help us understand the complex issues which 
arise on transactions and to achieve a good outcome in our negotiations. We would highly 
recommend them.” 

LAWRIE GLOSTER, MANAGING DIRECTOR - LASER QUANTUM
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“

“
“It was important to all parties that the deal was managed in an efficient and timely way, ensuring 
a seamless transition for our valued customers as the business moves into its next chapter and I 
was grateful for the support we received from Kuits to achieve this.”

PAUL LOMAX, FOUNDER - FREEPARKING DOMAIN REGISTRARS INC

“
“The expertise provided by the Kuits commercial team was invaluable in securing our online 
infrastructure and we’re now excited to share our vision and deliver value to senior business 
advisors across the country.”

JAMES SEGAL,  FOUNDER AND CEO - SYNERGYMODE

“
“The partnerships Kuits has assisted us with are exciting developments in our quest for digital-
first support — empowering patients to take control of their muscle and joint conditions, whilst 
alleviating pressure on the NHS at this very busy time.”

JASON WARD, CO-FOUNDER AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE - EQL

“Kuits has been a key adviser as our business has grown. We’ve always found them to be highly 
commercial and innovative.” 

DAVID GABBIE, DIRECTOR - BEAUTY BAY
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